
7th april 2017 

Notebook 5 – Alternative money’s, a premeditated design  
of trans-dimensional STS entities ? 

 
    

In these dark times that mark the transition from one humanity toward another an 

impressive number of alternative money types are appearing nearly “miraculously” on 

French territory and probably in other countries too. Understandably this sudden craze for 

these new currencies set the alarm bells ringing for us. 

We ourselves encourage one of them on the LEO network and moreover it is the only 

one ! This is the J.E.U. (Jardin d’Echange Universel translated as “Universal Garden of 

Exchange in English”) that we discovered at Parisot (video discussions available in 

French).  

  

Without going into details, for you can find out more on our site, the J.E.U. distinguishes 

itself from other systems of exchange that have been put in place for the simple and good 

reason that its basic principle reposes on the total autonomy and transparence between 

the players. 

This process of exchange is apparently unique because to our knowledge, it is the only 

one that is not under the supervision of a centralized accounting institution, contrary to the 

other alternative systems that are flourishing everywhere in France. 

The J.E.U is already present in Aude (our region of residence) but for the moment it has 

not met with great success. Other alternative currencies have already overtaken it and we 

are going to understand the reason for this. 
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The J.E.U. having been inspired by the practice of exchange in ancient “Atlantian” Egypt (a 

civilization that had never installed a system of exchange in the form of money), was 

essentially based on a written procedure (exactly like the J.E.U) and made reference to a 

system of values that leaned on the creativity and appreciation of every one. The unit of 

account in this system establishing the value between the merchandises, was the “shât”. 
http://www.nbbmuseum.be/fr/2012/05/nederlands-geldgebruik-in-het-oude-egypte.htm 

This philosophy of bargaining therefore resembled more the “bartering of worth” rather 

than the existence of concrete money merchandise. In this civilization, money as such was 

strictly speaking unknown and did not know speculation (interest, banking, credit, profit…) 

 

Moreover this would explain why the J.E.U. (coming from our trans-dimensional memories) 

is having such a hard time emerging. Its principle, issued from the 5th dimension of STO 

consciousness, remains a foreign concept to current human consciousness. 

Is it not precisely this distortion of the value of “the art of the people ” that permitted the 1

Money god, the “Monetary ” god to reign and destroy (keep silent ) our civilization  ? 2 3

These other emerging currencies with more than approximately 40 versions in France, 

such as the SEL, the Stück, the Eusko, the Roue, the Radis and soon the SouRiant, 

should become compatible with the future “official” alternative French money called the 

 TN ”Money” in French is “argent” and in the language of the goslings, “ar-gent” can be read as “art des 1

gens”, meaning in english “art of the people”.

 TN can be heard as “mone-tarry” or “moan-tarry” impling that the god of money keeps us moaning and 2

waiting.

 TN In french, « monétaire » can be heard as « Monnaie-taire », « taire » means « hush ». In the 3

language of the goslings this can be interpreted as money-silence. Money “silences” people and 
keeps them complacent. 
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Coopeck. The latter, a creation of Biocoop in partnership with the allegedly ethical Credit 

Cooperative and NEF, is even destined to be transformed into numeric money. Such 

progress !!! 

So let us open our spirit and ask ourselves a question that seems fundamental. Why is 

there this sudden popularity for alternative money’s ? What is this hiding ? 

A question in dialogue with our “inner self”:  

Is this increase in power of the alternative money’s, concealing something from us ?  

Here is what we have received in response. 

Humanity has slid into a decisive phase of the transition process toward superior 

dimensions of density. It has entered into what the ancient traditions have called the 1000 

years of Satan or the realm of one thousand years of peace.  

Moreover the response is coded in the “ancient sacred texts”: 

– Satan, who is at the origin of all evil, the adversary and the opponent of God, is 

seized and thrown into the abyss. “And I saw an angel descending from heaven 

with the key of the abyss and a great chain in his hand. And he seized the dragon, 

the ancient serpent that is the devil and Satan, chained him for 1000 years, threw 

him into the abyss, and locked him up; and he put a seal on him in order that he 

would not seduce the nations, until the 1000 years were accomplished; after which 

he would have to be unchained for a time” (Apoc. 20.1-3).  

http://www.missionfoibiblique.net/efapregne1000ans.htm 

  

This symbolic passage of the apocalypse is very airtight because the crowds never ask 

themselves the nonetheless crucially important question on the identity of this “Angel” who 

chained Satan for one thousand years.  

Because neither God nor Christ would fail the law of ONE, would it not rather be the light-

bearer Lucifer (the anti-Christ, the false light) who in imprisoning Satan (the darkness) 

proposed himself as the savior of humanity ?  
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Therefore, would the emergence of alternative currencies not be a luciferian alternative to 

replacing the official money, with the sole aim of distancing you from the path in Service of 

the Other by deviating you from your own legitimate creator power ? 

Can you see what I am trying to bring across ?  

Lucifer is he who submits man, the “son of the creator”, to “temptation”. He can therefore 

neither be Satan nor Christ. Religions have intentionally merged the two polarities (STS-/

STS+) into one in order to maintain confusion. This is yet another one of these “religious” 

tactics of the predator corpus. 

  

The one thousand years simply correspond to a defined period of time in which each one 

is called to establish his STS or STO choice in view of his subsequent cycle in 4th density. 

  

This choice of temptation that Lucifer proposes to man, can therefore be summarized as 

follows: 

– following the experimentation of the Service to Self world, which is the matrix of a 

material world, that’s to say a 3rd dimension densified, a “hell” ruled by the reptilian 

Demons of the Golden Age… 

– or else climbing up the levels of Consciousness, follow the path of Knowledge and of 

Service to the Other, in proposing the difficult path of the cross of Christ to the soul, 

culminating in a dimension of a more elevated density: the 4th density of STO existence. 

  

It is important to emphasize here that it is no longer about speaking of dimensions but 

rather the progression to the 4th density of existence with all the psychic, physical, and 

energetic disturbances that this implies ! 

  

Coming back to the subject that interests us today, the days of the Euro, the Dollar and the 

other official moneys are indeed counted because similarly their collapse is well and truly 

scheduled.  
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But what everyone ignores is that the emergence of alternative money’s is also carefully 

programmed, perfectly controlled and orchestrated by the luciferian STS+ forces, who by 

subterfuge, not only propose to elevate themselves as benefactors of humanity, but above 

all as saviors of an obsolete system of exchange !  

  

As you have certainly already understood, humanity has arrived at the last straight line 

before the grand finale. On this subject, the climatic changes in process show this amply. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13sz1SdzTJk 

Just as the New Age would become the traditional religion, in the same way the alternative 

moneys would henceforth become the official moneys. It will therefore be nothing more 

than the New Age of economy and the new locks of a golden prison. Or if you prefer, an 

“alternative” system of control of the spirit that is supposedly more ethical, which will 

nevertheless hold the authority in the beginning of this new cycle of the New Golden Age… 

And evidently, this operation of the replacement of the traditional monetary system by its 

alternative is always finely orchestrated by the secret governmental agencies, obedient to 

the “luciferian” plan of the 4th density STS entities.  

Indeed it seems that the ‘cabal’ is losing its speed but this is just one more lie, because the 

4th density entities are not the cabal. The latter exist under at least 5 different principle 

groups that control the world and they control it like a vulgar puppet show. 

It is therefore in question to understand that the 4th density STS entities that are situated in 

a dimension of no-time (past and future confused), ensures that the human does not 

manage to attain the 4th STO density or only manages to do so with great difficulty. It is 

their role, their perpetual combat and their reason for living, and they will put everything in 

place to prevent the human from doing so. They continually find all possible and 

unimaginable strategies to keep him busy and make him forget the true reason of his 

incarnation on earth at this end of cycle that can be summarized as a preparation of his 

whole Mind-Body-Soul to migrate to 4th density. 

You could therefore understand that investing body and soul in the organization and the 

functioning of alternative currencies is a pure loss of time and energy. You must not let 
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yourself be distracted by a new illusion. You must firmly preserve your energy and 

amplify it for your transition ! 

Also, if you have a tendency to forget, re-examine your “karmic past”. It will be very useful 

if you do not want to repeat the same lessons. You will find extremely pertinent clues there 

but like each and every person, you are always free to give the experience a try and 

continue experimenting the illusive cycle of money-energy. 

(On this subject, the témoignage d’Hélène « Les enJEUx énergétiques », is equally very 

interesting.) 

  

Promptly, the responses of our In-I (=Angel) and certain synchronicities oriented us in 

particular to a site communicating on the subject of alternative money’s in Aude. We were 

not hugely surprised to discover that all our old “false friends” of Bézu and the Haute 

vallée, as well as the clique of “guru’s and cock channels” from a few years ago had 

obviously created their own “organic bird-catching ethic”. (See l'appel du pays Cathare) 

And it is precisely them who are the initiators of the SouRiant, another alternative money 

system of the matrix. Is this a coincidence ? Surely not ! 

In consequence we have found the response to our questioning. Without any doubt, 

revisiting our karmic past showed to be very revealing because at the same time that we 

perceived the profound inner change resulting in our new site, the predator corpus seemed 

to have also switched to high gear. 

We know that all our old “friends” have chosen. They will very probably persist in a cycle of 

Service to Self. Our quest and our objectives being of an entirely different nature have 

brought us to understand why our roads have separated.  

Like all individuals attached to a path of “Service to Self-STS” consciousness, they would 

not and could not understand. Even in believing themselves to be engaged on a spiritual 

path, they are finally only doing this to use the famous “pseudo” law of attraction, in order 

to satisfy their ego-SELF. In reality, they are only preserving the honor of the Money god in 

order that they can stay persuaded that this will make them rich, happy and free of all 

torment.  
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In the same way, by forbidding themselves to take the path in Service of the Other in order 

to become creator of their reality in another dimension of existence, they have obviously 

fallen into the ambush that Lucifer has set for them. The same trap related in the writings, 

in which Christ was tempted by the demon. 

And this is why all our old friends abdicated… They did not believe in the ruses of Satan. 

Closing their eyes so that the soul could not see was simply their choice. This option has 

become the path of evolution today for most humans.   

The STO path is very difficult to determine, precisely because it is not “human” and as 

Yeshua claimed, it is not of our World.   

Indeed, the path of Christ consists of proposing our energy for example in the form 

of information, which must be proposed knowingly to the other, in full 

consciousness of the law of cause and effect. But the path of knowledge teaches us 

to never let it be stolen from us.  

On the path in Service of the Other, the process of energy exchange therefore requires the 

highest level of vigilance. Because when we allow ourselves to have our energy “stolen” 

by inadvertence or ignorance, we allow ourselves irremediably to be taken under the hold 

of the predator and we stay trapped by the psychic power of the STS corpus.   

In the same way, due to the reason of the underlying, profoundly repressed, and 

completely unconscious “fear of lacking”, he who sells or asks money for this knowledge 

(information energy), finds himself mechanically, by the law of retro-causality or “cause 

and effect”, forced to “reimburse”, in order to rebalance the energy put in circulation.   

(This law is illustrated in "l'histoire des chaussures de Sand diag. N°25) 

Whereas if we offer it, put it at disposition or propose it without expecting 

compensation, it will be returned in one manner or another through the law of cause and 

effect, but in a natural way. For energy/information remains permanently and freely in 

circulation in the universe. This is why it’s called “free energy”. It circulates 

perpetually and in this way represents quite simply “weak nuclear force”. 
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While money, energy densified by any form of power in the form of a flux (control, 

dispense, restriction, demand…) corresponds to strong nuclear force.  

If we try in one way or another to control this flux, by for example densifying it with our 

belief systems in the form of money, our attitude falls unquestionably and 

automatically under the Service of the Self. 

This being said the individual under the hold of 4th density STS entities, as is indeed the 

immense majority of humanity, is not “equipped intellectually” to “understand” the true 

notion of Service to the Other.  

The STO principle, which is “practically innate” to the “bearers of the mark of Cain” of 

primordial humanity, stay absolutely impenetrable for the predator entities that govern the 

human spirit. This is notably verifiable during the abduction phenomenons.   

Thus, conditioned to trick to steal, take away, rob…, proposing our energy inevitably 

destabilizes the predator. For the latter on acting in the invisible, is not used to being 

recognized and even less seen ! The reptilians and the “negative” grays for example, are 

extremely disturbed when the abductee wakes up for a moment in the rapture and resists. 

They are even more so, when without being afraid, the individual attempts to enter into 

contact with them.  

We are simply speaking of our own experiences (above all those of Sand, conf. Diag. 

n°37). What happened since has been greatly revealing. 

Our awareness has been extremely redeeming and completely reversed the negative 

perception that we had of the predator world. It is among other things, through our 

interactions with their dimension that we have understood that these entities could become 

our teachers. 

It is thus that Lucifer, bearer of light-information, proposes a choice to us: that of opening 

ourselves to the experience and to information that he carries by overcoming our fears, or 
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otherwise that of rejecting this information, which in this case will transform him into a 

demon (satan). This is simply because we ourselves would not be open to Knowledge.   

  

The Angel continues: 

  

The same universal principle operates when money in circulation is concerned. If you are 

afraid of lacking money or if you are afraid that the methods of money exchange 

disappear, this fear is not your own but that of the predator who sneaks into your thoughts. 

If he was not under the influence of the fear generated by his own predator, the human as 

a fractal of the primordial creator Spirit would not even worry about the flow of money. 

So the more you follow the path of “Service of the Other-STO”, the more your attraction to 

money and material possessions disappears. For in the deepest part of yourself, you know 

that money, even alternative currencies are only lures that bring you without doubt, back 

into the reptilian matrix.  

The predator, in realizing that his means of subsistence is disintegrating, will do everything 

possible to find a substitute. It is in this way that the Service to Self corpus responding to 

its own fears, invents a fantastic alternative to money ! A substitutional currency that in 

order to reassure the illusion, is finally only proposing itself as a simple alternative to this 

same matrix ! 

To remember, the entities of the 4th density predator corpus have absolutely nothing 

humane, but they are incredible illusionists and skillful manipulators of the human psyche.  

And of course, it is about acknowledging that the principle of an alternative currency 

whatever it may be, is nothing less than another alternative to the mark of the beast, but a 

mark it is nevertheless and a Machiavellian lure. 

  

– Apocalypse 13-18. It also forced all people, great and small, rich and poor, free 

and slave, to receive a mark on their right hands or on their foreheads, so that they 

could not buy or sell unless they had the mark, the name of the beast or the 
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number of its name. Here is the wisdom. May the one who has insight calculate the 

number of the beast. For it is the number of man and that number is 666.   

  

This being said, the J.E.U as it does not possess any governing pyramidal structure, would 

still be of lesser harm. Being that the human society is for the moment still under the 

influence of an egregor of STS consciousness, the J.E.U could “function” during the time 

of transition for interested late-comers for those who believe they still need it.  

Prosperity, as we have already said, is under no circumstances related to any sort of 

money flow, whether this be official money or an alternative money.  

Nevertheless, the J.E.U, in throwing light on the responsibility and honesty of each one, 

would constitute by itself, a first step for he who steps forward to experiment a facet of 

Service to the other, but under no circumstance would it constitute any kind of 

culmination.  

  

  

Sand & Jenaël 
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